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          I’m trying to change annotation bg color and bg opacity with customizer. It’s working properly.

When we change opacity to 1% then it’s also working and we can select annotation. but as we set 0% to bg opacity then it’s applying proper but problem is we could not select it. I know there may be some issue in our customizer. but for just for confirmation that is it possible to select annotation in 0% opacity. Could you please suggest me?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Flatten PDF forms using Javascript
	Editing PDF form fields - UI
	Customizing default annotation styles
	Semantic Compare using JavaScript - Highlight Colors

APIs:	TextHighlightAnnotation - new TextHighlightAnnotation()
	Core.Tools. TextAnnotationCreateTool - Opacity
	SelectAnnotationOnCreation

Forums:	Applying Image border color to comment within their border color
	Annots border opacity not working after drag and drop
	SetPageRotations Methods working with only pdf extension file but not other
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          Hi There,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer Support.

For select annotations with 0% opacity you can use the select tool, by dragging and making the select rectangle around it or you can select it through the Notes Panel (which I’m not sure if you have it on you custom application).

Let us know if this works for you.

Best Regards,

Dandara Navarro

Web Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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